
1 Introduction

The main goal of this talk is to proof the Reeh-Schlieder theorem for local
Möbius covariant nets of von Neumann algebras. The theorem states that the
vacuum is a cyclic vector for any von Neumann algebra on an open set.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 The Möbius group

Recall that the group SLp2,Rq of real 2 � 2-matrices with determinant 1 acts
on the compactified line RY8 by

�
a b
c d



.x �

ax� b

cx� d
.

The kernel of this action is t�12u. We may identify RY8 and S1 and identify
SLp2,Rq with SUp1, 1q acting on S1 by

�
α β
β̄ ᾱ



.z �

αz � β

β̄z � ᾱ
.

Now G � SUp1, 1q{�12 is identified with a group of diffeomorphisms of S1,
which is called the Möbius group. We consider the following three one-parameter
subgroups

Rpθq �

�
cospθ{2q sinpθ{2q
� sinpθ{2q cospθ{2q



, δpsq �

�
es{2 0

0 es{2



, τptq �

�
1 t
0 1



.

Or,

Rpθqz � eiθz on S1

δpsqx � esx on R

τptqx � x� t on R.

Definition 1. An interval I of S1 is an open, connected, non-empty, non-dense
subset of S1.

The set of all intervals is denoted by I. If I is an interval, we write I’for the
interior of the complement of I in S1. Given an interval I we want to define the
one-parameter subgroups δI and τI associated with I. Let I1 be the interval
that corresponds to the upper half circle. Then define τI1 :� τ . Now let g P G
be such that I � gI1, then set τI :� gτI1g

�1.

Exercise 1. Show that τIptq and τI1psq, s, t P R generate G. Show also that if
t ¤ 0, τI1ptq maps I into itself.
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3 Möbius covariant nets of standard subspaces

Let H be a complex Hilbert space. A local Möbius covariant net H of real linear
subspaces of H on the intervals of S1is a map

I Ñ HpIq,

that maps each interval I P I to a closed real linear subspace of H such that it
satisfies the following properties

1. ISOTONY: Let I1 and I2 be intervals such that I1 � I2, then

HpI1q � HpI2q.

2. MÖBIUS COVARIANCE: There exists a unitary representation U of G,
the Möbius group, on H such that

UpgqHpIq � HpgIq,

where g P G and I P I.

3. POSITIVE ENERGY: The representation U is a positive energy represen-
tation.

4. CYCLICITY: The complex linear span of al HpIq’s is dense in H.

5. LOCALITY: If I1 and I2 are disjoint intervals then

HpI1q � HpI2q
1.

Let p, q be the hermitian form of H, let H be a real linear subspace of H,
then we define the symplectic complement H 1 of H by

H 1 :� tx P H, s.t. Impx, ηq � 0, @η P Hu.

Exercise 2. Show that H is cyclic if and only if H 1 is separating.

4 Möbius covariant nets of von Neumann alge-
bras

Definition 2. A net A of von Neumann algebras on S1 is a map

I Ñ ApIq,

from I, to the set of von Neumann algebras on a Hilbert space H that verifies
the isotony property:

ISOTONY: Let I1 and I2 be intervals such that I1 � I2, then

ApI1q � ApI2q.
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1. MÖBIUS COVARIANCE: There exists a strongly continuous unitary rep-
resentation U of G, the Möbius group, on H such that

UpgqApIqUpgq� � ApgIq,

where g P G and I P I.

2. POSITIVE ENERGY: The representation U is a positive energy represen-
tation.

3. EXISTENCE & UNIQUENESS OF THE VACUUM: Up to a phase there
exists a unique unit U-invariant vector Ω (vacuum vector) and Ω is cyclic
for the von Neumann algebra _IPIApIq.

4. LOCALITY: If I1 and I2 are disjoint intervals then

ApI1q � ApI2q1.

5 Relation between the two types of nets

Let M be a von Neumann algebra on a Hilbert space H and Ω P H a vector.
Let Msa denote the selfadjoint part of M and define

HM :�MsaΩ.

Clearly HM is a real Hilbert subspace of H.
Recall that a closed real subspace H � H is

1. cyclic if H � iH is dense in H,

2. separating if H X iH � H.

The vector Ω is

1. cyclic if MΩ � H,

2. separating if mΩ � 0 ñ m � 0.

It follows that

Ω is cyclic ô HM is cyclic,

Ω is separating ô HM is separating.

A standard subspace of H is a closed real linear subspace of H that is both
cyclic and separating.
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6 Reeh-Schlieder for local Möbius covariant nets
of standard subspaces

Theorem 1 (Reeh-Schlieder). Let H be a local Möbius covariant net of real
linear subspaces of H on S1, then HpIq is a standard subspace of H for all
I P I.

Proof. Let I P I be an interval. We need to show that HpIq is cyclic and
separating. Recall that the real linear subspace HpIq is cyclic if HpIq � iHpIq
is dense in H. This is equivalent to requiring that the complex span of HpIq
is dense in H. This is equivalent to requiring that the only vector in H that is
orthogonal to HpIq is zero. Let η P H sucht that η orthogonal to HpIq. Let I0
be an interval such that Ī0 � I. Now, for all t P O, O a small neighbourhood of
zero such that

τIptqI0 � I and ξ P HpI0q,

we define
fptq :� pη, UpτIptqqξq.

Möbius covariance
Upτiptqqξ P HpτiptqI0q � HpIq

implies

fptq � 0 for t P O.

UpτIptqq � exppitT q,

where T is the generator of translations. We may define:

Upx� iyq :� exppipx� iyqT q,

for y positive real this is bounded, since T is a positive operator. Now we define

fpzq :� pη, UpτIpzqqξq,

for z P O � iR�, continuous on Impzq ¥ 0, holomorphic on impzq ¡ 0 and

gpzq :� fpz̄q,

for z P O � iR� continuous on Impzq ¤ 0, holomorphic on impzq   0. The
functions f and g agree on O, namely they are zero. Now the reflection principle
by Schwartz implies that f and g are branches of a unique holomorphic function
that is zero on O, holomorphic on a complex neighbourhood of O, hence zero
everywhere. It follows that fptq � 0 for all t P R. In the exercise we showed that
for t   0 τI1ptq maps I into itself, so we may repeat the argument for τI1 instead
of τI , we see that η is orthogonal to HpτI1I0q for all t P R. Since η is orthogonal
to all HpτIpsqIq, take τIpsqI0 � τIpsqI and repeat the argument. We find that

η is orthogonal to HpτI1ptqτIpsqI0q for all t, s in R.
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But τIptq and τI1psq generate G, so in fact η is orthogonal to HpgI0q for all g P G.
However, G acts transitively on I, and the complex linear span of all the HpIq’s
is H, hence η � 0. Hence HpIq � iHpIq is dense in H, so HpIq is cyclic. Since
I 1 is an interval, by the same reasoning HpI 1q is cyclic. But HpI 1q � HpIq1, by
locality, so HpIq1 is also cyclic, hence HpIq � HpIq is separating.

7 Reeh-Schlieder for local Möbius covariant nets
of von Neumann algebras

Theorem 2 (Reeh-Schlieder). Let A be a local Möbius covariant net on S1. For
any I P I, the vector Ω is cyclic and separating for the von Neumann algebra
ApIq.

Proof. Let H0 be the complex Hilbert subspace generated by all the HpIq :�
ApIqsaΩ. The map

I Ñ HpIq

is a local Möbius covariant net of real subspaces of H0. By the Reeh-Schlieder
theorem for nets of real linear subspaces, we have

HpIq � iHpIq � H0

for every fixed interval I. Now let

E : HÑ H0 � HpIq � iHpIq

denote the orthogonal projection. We have that E P ApIq1 and clearly, E is
independent of I, so E P XIApIq1 � p_iApIqq1. Let v P H be such that Ev � Ω,
then

EΩ � E2v � Ev � Ω.

Let w P H, by cyclicity of Ω for _IPIApIq, there exist tωnun, ωn P _IPIApIq
such that

limnÑ8ωnΩ � w.

Now

Ew � limnÑ8EωnΩ

� limnÑ8ωnEΩ

� limnÑ8ωnΩ

� w,

hence E � 1. So H � H0. Now for every I we have HpIq is standard and hence
by the equivalence Ω is both cyclic and separating for ApIq.
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8 Consequences

If O is some open region of spacetime such that its complement is nonempty,
then ApOq does not contain any operators that annihilate the vacuum. Let T
be such an operator. Let v P H, then write

v � limnÑ8vnΩ,

for vn P ApO1q � ApOq1. Hence

Tv � limnÑ8TvnΩ � limnÑ8vnTΩ � 0.

This implies that the stress-energy tensor, if localized to a bounded region,
cannot be a positive operator, since its expectation value in the vacuum is zero,
in fact it cannot be bounded from below. It also implies that there cannot be a
local number operator.
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